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Intrinsically disordered regions, terminal tails, and flexible linkers are abundant in DNA-binding

proteins and play a crucial role by increasing the affinity and specificity of DNA binding.

Disordered tails often undergo a disorder-to-order transition during interactions with DNA and

improve both the kinetics and thermodynamics of specific DNA binding. The DNA search by

proteins that interact nonspecifically with DNA can be supported by disordered tails as well. The

disordered tail may increase the overall protein–DNA interface and thus increase the affinity of

the protein to the DNA and its sliding propensity while slowing linear diffusion. The exact effect

of the disordered tails on the sliding rate depends on the degree of positive charge clustering, as

has been shown for homeodomains and p53 transcription factors. The disordered tails, which

may be viewed as DNA recognizing subdomains, can facilitate intersegment transfer events that

occur via a ‘‘monkey bar’’ mechanism in which the domains bridge two different DNA fragments

simultaneously. The ‘‘monkey bar’’ mechanism can be facilitated by internal disordered linkers in

multidomain proteins that mediate the cross-talks between the constituent domains and especially

their brachiation dynamics and thus their overall capability to search DNA efficiently. The

residue sequence of the disordered tails has unique characteristics that were evolutionarily selected

to achieve the optimized function that is unique to each protein. Perturbation of the electrostatic

characteristics of the disordered tails by post-translational modifications, such as acetylation and

phosphorylation, may affect protein affinity to DNA and therefore can serve to regulate DNA

recognition. Modifying the disordered protein tails or the flexibility of the inter-domain linkers of

multidomain proteins may affect the cross-talk between the constituent domains so as to facilitate

the search kinetics of non-specific DNA sequences and increase affinity to the specific sequences.

Introduction

The conventional structure–function paradigm assumes that

function significantly depends on a well characterized 3D

structure. However, in recent years it has become clear that

intrinsically disordered protein segments or even whole pro-

teins can perform key roles in the cell1–3 generally associated

with regulatory functions.1–12 Disordered proteins are abun-

dant in a range of cells and their frequency rises as the

complexity of the organism increases.13,14 Unlike globular

proteins, disordered segments are rich in charged amino acids,

deficient in hydrophobic residues, and have a low degree of

complexity.15,16 Disordered regions can adopt collapsed

structures17–19 whose degree of compaction can be modulated

by charge interactions.18,20–24 Not much is known about the

sequence–structure–function relationship in disordered

regions, although it is recognized as essential with respect to

structured proteins. To overcome this knowledge gap, studies

must be undertaken of the sequence properties and evolu-

tionary conservation of the structure and function in intrinsi-

cally disordered proteins.25,26

The activities of disordered regions are frequently related to

molecular recognition,27 which is often coupled with disorder-

to-order transitions.28 However, disordered proteins may also

retain their flexibility, and even remain partly disordered, in

the bound state.29 In general, the binding process is rapid due

to the large capture radius of disordered regions, which

supports the fly-casting mechanism.30–32 The faster binding

may come at the expense of slower folding kinetics33 (Fig. 1A).

The interactions of disordered regions may be realized via

multiple segments34,35 that have a relatively low overall DNA

affinity. Protein–protein interactions involving disordered

regions are described by several related recognition models.36–39

Intrinsically unstructured regions assist protein-–DNA inter-

actions in various mechanisms,40 yet the detailed biophysical

aspects of disordered regions in protein–DNA recognition are

less well understood than in protein–protein recognition.4,39
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Disorder-to-order transitions improve the specificity of DNA

binding41 by a mechanism that remains to be elucidated. A

number of studies have demonstrated that disordered tails can

contribute to selective sequence binding specificity,42–44 but there

are only a few hypotheses for the target selection mechanism.45–48

Although it is common to focus on the globular part of

DNA-binding proteins to evaluate affinity and selectivity to

DNA, it is becoming apparent that the disordered regions (as

tails at the termini or as internal regions) modulate several

essential features in protein–DNA affinity.40,45

Transcription factors recognize specific DNA sequences

(typically 6–12 base pairs) and their binding to the target sites

is necessary for gene activation or repression at the gene-

regulation level.49 Although transcription factors must find

their target DNA sites efficiently and rapidly to ensure a quick

response to cellular stimuli, the target search can be a time-

consuming process.50–54 Following the studies of Berg and von

Hippel,54,55 it is widely accepted that the target search process

on DNA is facilitated by the combination of a 3D diffusion

and other search modes performed in a lower dimensional

space:51–67 sliding, hopping, and intersegment transfer (jumping).

The disordered tail of a DNA binding protein can be viewed as

another subdomain that interacts with the DNA and increases

the affinity to DNA (Fig. 1B). Although many eukaryotic

gene-regulatory proteins contain multiple DNA-binding

domains tethered by a disordered linker for higher specificity

and affinity,68 the presence of multiple DNA-binding domains

can also slow down translocation of the proteins on DNA

because the protein molecules have to transiently break all

interactions with the DNA molecule whenever the molecules

move from one DNA site to another.69

In this review, we focus on the effect of disordered regions

on nonspecific protein–DNA interactions, and particularly

their role in DNA recognition, with the aim of understanding

how disordered regions contribute to the specificity and

affinity of DNA binding in general and to sliding and inter-

segment transfer in particular. We describe the molecular

details of specific binding, 1D diffusion by sliding and

hopping, the microscopic mechanism of and criteria for inter-

segment transfer, and test the effect that proteins with

Fig. 1 A schematic illustration of the effect of the disordered tail on

the interplay between folding and binding. (A) The disordered tail

promotes fast binding to DNA via the fly-casting mechanism but slows

protein folding. Protein folding will take place after the protein is at

least partially bound to the DNA.33 (B) The folded protein has a

greater affinity to the DNA because its interface is larger as a result of

the extended conformation of the positively charged disordered tail

when it interacts with DNA. The tighter binding to the DNA may

result in a larger sliding propensity.64
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disordered tails and multiple domains tethered via a disor-

dered linker may have on search efficiency. In addition, we

describe the role of disordered tails in gene regulation via post-

translational modifications.

Results and discussion

The role of the disordered tail in DNA search

We have previously shown that disordered tails comprise

B70% of human DNA-binding proteins and only B50% of

non-DNA-binding proteins (Fig. 2A and B).70,71 The occur-

rence of a single tail (at either the N- or C-terminus) or two

tails (at both termini) is higher in DNA-binding proteins than

in other proteins in the human genome (Fig. 2A). Further-

more, the tails of DNA-binding proteins are longer than those

of other proteins (B60% of the tails of DNA-binding proteins

are longer than 5 residues while only 30% of non-DNA-

binding proteins have tails longer than 5 residues, Fig. 2B).

The disordered tails of DNA-binding proteins have a larger

net positive charge and these charges tend to be much more

clustered in the tails of DNA-binding proteins than in the tails

of non-DNA binding proteins. We note that the composition

of positively charged residues and their degree of clustering in

the structured parts of DNA-binding proteins and non-DNA

binding proteins are very similar (Fig. 2C and D).

The importance of the N-terminal disordered tail for protein

folding and for specific or non-specific interactions with DNA

was studied recently for several homeodomain transcription

factors, both experimentally and computationally. These

disordered tails, which are positively charged and highly

disordered in solution, can cause thermodynamic destabiliza-

tion or stabilization of the protein in the absence or presence

of DNA, respectively.33,45,72 In the absence of DNA, the tail

containing the larger fraction of charged residues may interact

with other charged residues and perturb folding by preventing

native contacts in the core of the protein. In the presence of

DNA, the tail serves to anchor the protein to DNA with

electrostatic forces that modulate the folding of the home-

odomain and, in particular, stabilize the folded state. The tails

of the homeodomain may fold upon binding to the DNA in

the minor groove or remain partly flexible or disordered.42

A recent study based on coarse-grained molecular dynamic

simulations of three homeodomain proteins with different tail

lengths and net charges (Table 1) in which the interactions

between proteins and DNA are governed solely by electro-

static forces demonstrated the role of the disordered tail in

facilitating DNA search,64 in agreement with kinetic NMR

studies.62,73,74 The presence of an N-tail increases the affinity

of the protein to the DNA, and therefore enhances its sliding

propensity at the expense of hopping and 3D diffusion

(Fig. 3A). However, better sliding has its price: the linear

Fig. 2 Bioinformatic analysis of the properties of the disordered tails of DNA-binding proteins in the human genome. (A) The occurrence in the

human genome (which totals 20 334 proteins) of DNA-binding proteins (DBP, a total of 864 proteins) with no tail, a single tail (either at the C- or

N-termini), and two tails. (A tail is defined as a disordered region predicted by IUPred.) For comparison, a similar analysis was performed for all

proteins in the human genome. (B) Histograms of the tail lengths in human DBPs and all human proteins. (C) Distributions of the positive charge

density in the tails of DBPs and (D) distributions of the maximal absolute charged segment of positively charged residues in DBPs. The insets in

(C) and (D) refer to the corresponding distributions in the globular regions of the proteins.
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diffusion coefficient of the protein moving along the DNA is

lower, which results in a slower search (Fig. 3B).64 The

increased use of the sliding search mode accompanied by the

decreased use of linear diffusion in the presence of an N-tail is

more pronounced for the Antp than for the HoxD9 homeo-

domain, which is correlated with the existence of a longer tail

and a higher net positive charge for Antp than HoxD9

(Table 1 and Fig. 3A and B).

In homeodomains, the N-tail can also assist intersegment

transfer, which is known to enhance DNA search when the

protein interacts nonspecifically with DNA.75–78 Direct relo-

cation from one nonspecific DNA sequence to another occurs

without accumulation of free protein during the intersegment

transfer of transcription factors.62,64,70,71 The tailed homeo-

domain translocates between DNAs through an intermediate

in which the recognition helix of the protein is adsorbed onto

one DNA fragment and the N-tail is adsorbed onto the

second, suggesting a ‘‘monkey bar’’ mechanism where the

transfer occurs using a motion that resembles that of a child

brachiating along ‘‘monkey bars’’64 (Fig. 4A). Alternatively,

the transfer may be described as following the fly-casting

mechanism.31,32,79,80 In this mechanism, the disordered tail

reaches relatively distant DNA regions that lie beyond those

near the structured region of the protein, and therefore fly-

casting suggests an increase in the kinetic specificity of the

search.32 The tradeoff between the entropy lost during binding-

induced folding81,82 and the entropy gained from the hydro-

phobic effect may increase the specificity of the homeodomains

for binding sites on DNA and modulate their sequence

selectivity. Thus, in both types of intersegment transfer, the

act of transfer is facilitated by the disordered tail. Tail length

can significantly affect the propensity to engage in inter-

segmental transfer, such that more jumping events are seen

for the Antp homeodomain, whose tail is longer and more

positively charged, than for the HoxD9 homeodomain, whose

tail is shorter and with lower net charge (Fig. 3C).

The three homeodomain proteins, HoxD9, Antp, and NK-2

(see ref. 64) search DNA quite differently although they have

very similar globular regions. The presence of an N-tail in

these homeodomains modulates the characteristics of the

DNA search. Although the efficiency of the DNA search is

correlated with tail length and net charge, the linkage is more

complex than that. A comparison of the tail sequences of these

three homeodomains reveals that, while the lengths and net

charges are different for each, the positive residues are

clustered into positive segments in all of them. Our recent

study of more than 600 homeodomain variants that have

different net charges and positive charge distributions on the

tails addresses the question of the tail properties required to

achieve efficient DNA search.70 The intersegment transfer

search mode is most populated for moderately charged seg-

ments (Fig. 5A) and for positive charges that are clustered

together in the middle of the tail or towards its N terminus

(Fig. 5B). A bioinformatic analysis of 1384 wild-type homeo-

domains illustrates that the N-tails are highly positively

charged, their positive charges are clustered, and the spacing

between the charge clusters is smaller than between clusters of

the globular region of homeodomains, thus consistent with an

optimal charge pattern to promote intersegment transfer and

therefore an overall rapid search. All together, the results

propose that the intrinsically disordered tails of DNA-binding

proteins were evolutionary selected for optimal DNA search.

An elegant example for the importance of the disordered

tails in the interaction of proteins with DNA is transcription

factor p53, which plays a major role in preventing tumor

development and has been intensively studied over the last

30 years.83,84 The p53 protein has N-terminal and C-terminal

tails with different functions.85–89 The N-tails, which are

negatively charged and essential for the functioning of p53,

are exposed to the solvent and do not interact with either the

protein or the DNA and therefore have little effect on the

sliding search mode.88 The C-tails are positively charged

Table 1 The sequences of the disordered tails of representative DNA-binding proteins and the locations of their post-translational modifications
(acetylation and phosphorylation). Blue and red fonts highlight positively and negatively charged residues respectively

Tail length Net charge Sequence of the disordered tail

HoxD9 9 +2

Antp 10 +4

NK-2 17 +5

p53 31 +5

PTMs �2

H3 40 +13

PTMs +5

—acetylation. —phosphorylation.
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(Table 1) and thus strongly interact with DNA and can affect

sliding features very significantly (Fig. 6). The C-tails interact

differently with the DNA depending on whether p53 slides as

two dimers or as a tetramer (Fig. 6A–C). Recent single-

molecule experiments90 and a coarse-grained simulation

study88 showed that the C-tails of p53 increase its sliding

speed along DNA. In the truncated version, the sliding speed

of p53 slows significantly. To better understand the capability

of the C-tails to speed up linear motion along DNA, we

studied the sliding of several variants of the C-tails of p53.

Clustering of the 8 positive residues into one segment in the

middle of the C-tail and neutralizing the 3 negative charges at

the C-edge result in an additive increase in sliding propensity

but slower linear diffusion (Fig. 6D and E). The large capture

radius of the C-tails allows interactions with remote DNA

segments, which may enhance the localization and affinity of

p53 to DNA (Fig. 6).88 The positively charged residues of the

C-tails are therefore essential for modulating interactions with

DNA. These findings support previous studies on the signifi-

cance of net charge to the biophysics and function of intrinsi-

cally disordered proteins, in general, and to the modulation of

protein–DNA interactions, in particular.18,20–23,70

Moreover, the disordered C-tails mediate the interactions

between the DNA-binding-domain (the core domain) and

DNA, and dictate the orientation of the tetramerization

domain relative to the DNA, although this orientation is also

dependent on the local cellular environment.88 These results

support the hypothesis that the tails can further promote a

conformational change in the p53–DNA complex. Therefore,

the disordered tails have a role not only in searching for the

location of binding sites but also in promoting the specific

interactions with the DNA (e.g., DNA bending, as observed in

the crystal structure of the specific complex of p53 with some

of its response elements).91–93

Post-translational modifications to disordered tails serve as

DNA affinity tuners with major biological impact

The capability of disordered tails to modulate specific and

nonspecific interactions with DNA is tightly linked to the fact

that the tails are rich in positively charged residues. The high

content of charged residues and their non-random distribution

along the tail call for increased understanding of the sequence–

structure–function relationship in disordered regions. Perturbing

the composition and distribution of charged residues in the

disordered regions, for example by post-translational modifi-

cations such as phosphorylation and acetylation,94 may

impede the capability of the tail to interact nonspecifically

with DNA by reducing its DNA affinity. Phosphorylation, a

typical post-translational modification that often occurs on

disordered regions,9,95 is common to many DNA-binding

proteins and may take place at multiple sites until protein

Fig. 3 The effect of the disordered tail on the features of DNA

search. The search performed by the Antp (red) and HoxD9 (blue)

homeodomains and their tail truncated variants (dashed lines) is

characterized by the sliding propensity (A), the speed of linear diffu-

sion along the DNA, D1, calculated as the mean square displacement

MSD per time step (Å2 per time step) according to ref. 63 (B), and the

number of intersegment transfer jumps during 108 time steps between

two parallel DNA molecules positioned 60 Å apart (C). The N-tails of

Antp and HoxD9 comprise 10 and 9 residues (their net charge is 4 and

2), respectively.64

Fig. 4 Intersegment transfer via the ‘‘monkey bar’’ mechanism.

Snapshots of intersegment transfer between two parallel DNA mole-

cules by DNA-binding proteins with a disordered tail64 (A) and when

two domains are tethered by a disordered linker71 (B). The brachiation

dynamics between two DNA molecules is promoted by splitting the

protein into two regions (a structured domain and tail or two domains

tethered by linker) that allow facilitated jumps.
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activity or inhibition is reached.96,97 A recent NMR experi-

ment demonstrated that multiple signal-dependent phosphor-

ylations within the disordered tail of the transcription factor

Ets-1 accumulate additively to regulate DNA-binding affinity

in a graded manner.98 Additive phosphorylation progressively

shifts Ets-1 from an active state in which the protein is

dynamic and poised to bind DNA, to a folded inhibited

conformation. Analogous to Ets-1, phosphorylation of FACT

(facilitates chromatin transcription)99 and of PC4 (positive

cofactor 4)100 gradually decreases their DNA binding affinity.

The unstructured tails of these proteins show the significance

of disordered segments in the variable regulation of DNA-

binding and protein activity.

The p53 protein is regulated mostly through covalent

modifications101,102 that occur on both the C- and N-tails

(the modification sites of the C-tail of p53 are shown in

Table 1).103,104 Dynamic p53 acetylation and deacetylation

events were observed in response to DNA damage.105 The

acetylation events within the C-tail significantly enhance

site-specific DNA-binding activity.105,106 Moreover, C-tail

acetylation levels are well correlated with p53-mediated

activation in vivo.105 Phosphorylation of the C-tail positively

regulates DNA binding and tetramerization of p53.107,108

Activation of p53 DNA binding may be critical to the regula-

tion of its cell growth arrest function. Indeed, combinations of

various post-translational modifications are involved in the

stabilization and activation of p53 and were shown to have an

important role in tumorigenesis.101

A well known example of the importance of post-transla-

tional modifications of the disordered tail in modulating

interactions with DNA is effects of post-translational modifi-

cations on histone tails. The core histone proteins (i.e.H3, H4,

H2A, H2B, and H1) package the DNA into repeating nucleo-

somal units that are folded into higher order chromatin

fibers.109–113 The disordered tails, whose sequences are among

the most highly conserved in eukaryotes, are located at the

N-terminus of all four core histone proteins and the C-terminus

of histone H2A.114 The positively charged tails (see the

sequence of H3’s N-tail in Table 1) bind DNA with high

affinity at the minor groove115 and are relatively exposed to the

solvent and thus readily accessible to chemical modifica-

tion.116,117 The tails were shown to have an important role

in the stable folding of nucleosomes into condensed chromatin

fibers and higher order structures, and modulation of DNA

accessibility within the nucleosome.114

Chromatin is subject to a variety of post-translational

modifications on core histone disordered tails (the modification

sites of a H3 tail are shown in Table 1). Acetylation, in synergy

with the effects mediated by other chromatin remodeling

factors, increases the accessibility of nucleosomal DNA by

weakening histone–DNA interactions.118–120 The exchange to

repressive chromatin is initiated by deacetylation, which

Fig. 5 The effect of the charge composition and distribution in the intrinsically disordered tail on the properties of DNA search by the

homeodomain. (A) The influence of the effective charge and the average position of the charged segment within the tail on the number of

intersegment transfer events (i.e., jumps) during 108 time steps performed by the 153 variants of the NK-2 homeodomain between two DNA

fragments separated by 60 Å. (B) Quantitative characteristics of intersegment transfer by 253 NK-2 variants that include six positive charges that

are divided into different charge segments and positioned at different locations along the tail. The jumps were followed between two DNA

molecules separated by 60 Å at a salt concentration of 0.07 M. The gray circle indicates the corresponding values of the N-tail of wild-type NK-2,

suggesting that its sequence evolved to promote the ‘‘monkey bar’’ mechanism (for more details see70).
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promotes the condensation of the nucleosome and provokes

repressive factors.118 A combination of modifications on the

histone flexible tails (Table 1) influences transcriptional

regulation, replication, site specific recombination, and DNA

repair,120,121 and is therefore considered the ‘‘histone-code’’,

which expands the information potential of the genetic

code.122,123

Facilitated DNA search by multidomain transcription factors

tethered via a disordered linker

More than two-thirds of eukaryotic proteins are composed of

multiple domains.124,125 In many cases, these domains lack

any interface and can cooperate only via a disordered, flexible

linker. Understanding the degree of cooperation between

domains tethered by a linker that allows proteins to search

DNA efficiently is essential for understanding cellular network

at the molecular level. Flexible linkers are crucial to several

types of functions in protein–DNA recognition.126 The linker

can attach unfolded domains and keep the protein as a folded

dimer that can bind to DNA, such as in the designed single-

chain Arc repressor.126,127 In other cases, the disordered linker

can tether the DNA-binding domain with a dimerization

domain as in the l repressor,126,128 or with a tetramerization

domain, as in p53,129 and enhance the binding affinity.128 The

disordered linker was shown to be crucial for DNA binding

and recognition for Oct-1130 and for the human replication

protein A (RPA).131 We focus on linked domains, such as are

found in the Pax6,71 Oct-1,69,71 and p5388 transcription

factors, in which the disordered linkers that connect between

the different DNA-binding domains increase their affinity to

DNA over that of the isolated domains.

Our recent study of the molecular mechanisms of DNA

search by two-DNA-binding-domain transcription factors

demonstrated that when Pax6 and Oct-1 engage in nonspecific

binding, their individual domains exhibit significantly different

affinities to DNA:71 this finding is supported by experiments.69

Tethering the two domains via a flexible linker increases their

affinity to the DNA,126 resulting in a higher propensity for

sliding along the DNA, which is more significant for the

domain with the weaker DNA-binding affinity.71 The domain

that binds DNAmore tightly anchors the multidomain protein

to the DNA and, via the linker, increases the local concentration

of the weak DNA-binding domain, at the expense of slower

linear diffusion than is exhibited by the isolated domains.

Computational71 and NMR78,132,133 studies showed that

multi-domain transcription factors exchange occurs between

two DNA molecules via a bridged intermediate where each

domain is attached to a different DNA segment (Fig. 4B),

suggesting the ‘‘monkey bar’’ mechanism.64 The intersegmental

Fig. 6 The importance of the C-tails of p53 in its sliding along DNA. Snapshots of the sliding of the CTetCD model of p53 (a truncated

tetrameric p53 protein comprised of the core domain, Tet domain (TD), and a C-tail (residues 94–393)) along DNA. The p53 protein can slide in

various oligomeric states. (A) p53 slides while the DNA binding domains are organized as two dimers. (B) p53 slides while the core domains form a

tetramer. The C-tails are stretched along the DNA when the core domain diffuses as a tetramer but they are placed in between the two primary

dimers when the secondary interface is not formed. (C) The sliding of p53 at a high concentration of DNA in which the C-tails can interact with

different DNA molecules. The complex dynamics of the C-tails can take place in various oligomeric states of the core domains. (D and E) The

interplay between the features of the C-tails on the sliding propensity and the speed of linear diffusion,D1. Clustering the charges into a single large

cluster or neutralizing the negatively charged residues of the C-tails results in a larger sliding propensity and slower sliding.
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transfer is facilitated by tethering individual domains by a

flexible linker, where the electrostatic affinity of each domain

to DNA significantly affects the number of jumping events.

Greater facilitation of the jumping search mode is achieved

when one domain has a higher affinity to DNA and acts as a

strong anchor while the complementary domain has a lower

DNA binding affinity and serves as an explorer for binding

sites on adjacent DNA molecules, as was shown for the

Pax-671 and Oct-171,78,133 transcriptions factors.

In the p53 protein, cross-talk was demonstrated between the

DNA-binding domain and the tetramerization domain to

which it was tethered by a flexible linker.88 The tetramerization

domain has a low affinity to DNA, whereas the isolated DNA-

binding domain performs DNA search by a combination of

sliding, hopping, and the 3D diffusion search modes. Tethering

the DNA-binding domain to the tetramerization domain

results in a tetrameric core domain that uses sliding as an

exclusive search mode at most salt concentrations and whose

tetramerization domain interacts less tightly with DNA and

slides more slowly than its isolated counterpart.88

The disordered linker mediates cross talk between two

domains when there is no physical interface between them.

Tethering by the linker can lead to a significant improvement

in the search efficiency that strongly depends on the relative

affinities of the domains to DNA. Comparison of the electro-

static contributions to the protein–DNA binding energy made

by the individual domains that comprise several multidomain

proteins revealed that tethered domains tend to have different

DNA-binding affinities, which may imply that both specific

and nonspecific DNA binding has biological significance.71

The efficient DNA search observed for multidomain proteins

with different affinities to DNA and the polarized

DNA-binding affinities found for multidomain proteins

suggest that there is an evolutionary drift toward tethering

of domains with different affinities to DNA by a flexible linker.

Conclusions

Intrinsically disordered tails are common in DNA-binding

proteins and can modulate binding specificity and affinity

through the formation of transient and dynamic interactions

that can supplement the interactions between the folded

protein and DNA. The disorder regions can be viewed as

subdomains that should be taken into consideration when

attempting to formulate a molecular code for protein–DNA

recognition. Clearly, the dynamic nature of these intrinsically

disordered subdomains may further complicate attempts to

decipher this code.

In addition to fine-tuning the specificity of protein–DNA

interactions, the intrinsically disordered regions increase the

affinity of the protein to DNA during nonspecific interactions

and thus aid in DNA search. The flexible subdomain may

improve search efficiency on nonspecific DNA by increasing

the affinity of the globular domain to the DNA and thus

promoting sliding dynamics. Flexible subdomains often

facilitate the search by supporting a brachiation motion

during intersegment transfer. Similarly, constructing a protein

by tethering two structured domains via a flexible linker is

another approach, evolution might exploit to promote

brachiation dynamics between different DNA segments.

The ability of the disordered tail to promote jumping

depends on its length and net charge. Yet, it is not only the

composition of the charged residues of the tail but also their

arrangement that control jumping using ‘‘monkey bar’’

dynamics. We found that higher numbers of intersegment

transfers are achieved when the tail is significantly but

moderately charged and when the charges are concentrated

in the middle of the tail or closer to its N terminus. Increased

clustering of the charges, i.e., the absence of large or numerous

spaces between charged residues, enhances the ‘‘monkey bar’’

mechanism. A bioinformatic investigation has shown that

disordered tails are highly positively charged, their positive

charges are highly clustered, and the spacing between the

charge clusters is much smaller than between clusters of

positive charges in the globular regions. Overall, our results

strengthen recent reports that the sequences of intrinsically

disordered regions have unique characteristics that govern

their structure and function and suggest that the tails of

DNA-binding proteins have been evolutionarily selected to

have the charge pattern for optimal DNA search.

Nature manipulates the composition and distribution of

charges within the intrinsically disordered regions to regulate

the strength of protein–DNA interactions as well. Post-

translational modifications (e.g., acetylation or phosphorylation),

which often take place on intrinsically disordered regions, can

change the electrostatic properties of the flexible subdomain and

thus the nonspecific or specific affinity of the protein to the DNA.

Accordingly, the flexible subdomains have not only the ability to

fine tune the affinity of protein–DNA interactions, but may also

act as real-time tuners with the ability to change affinity to DNA

depending on the need to regulate cellular processes.
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